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(57) ABSTRACT 

Achieved is a motion picture reproducing apparatus at low 
price (being little increased in price even though the number 
of Specifications are increased) capable of receiving motion 
picture Streams complying with various Specifications Such 
as those containing programs that operate on different pieces 
of middleware, and reproducing motion pictures. A middle 
ware Storage unit 43 Stores a plurality of different pieces of 
middleware. Based on program identification information 
contained in a motion picture Stream received by the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus, an applicable middleware 
Selecting unit 40 Selects middleware applicable to a program 
contained in the motion picture Stream. A middleware read 
ing unit 41 reads the Selected applicable middleware from 
the middleware storage unit 43. A middleware executing 
unit 42 executes the read middleware. 
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DEVICE AND METHOD OF SELECTING AND 
EXECUTING MIDDLEWARE FOR MOTION 

PICTURE REPRODUCTION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to motion picture 
reproducing apparatuses for reproducing a motion picture 
Stream and, more specifically, to a middleware executing 
device used for a motion picture reproducing apparatus for 
reproducing motion pictures by receiving a motion picture 
Stream that contains a program and operating the program on 
middleware, the middleware executing device making the 
program operable by executing middleware applicable to the 
program. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002. In recent years, specifications as to motion picture 
Streams for motion picture reproducing apparatuses have 
been actively developed. For example, in Japan, there is a 
Specifications for BS digital, and in Europe, there is the one 
for DVB-MHP(ETSI TS 101812 V1.1.1 (2000-07) Digital 
Video Broadcasting (DVB) Multimedia Home Platform 
(MHP) Specification 1.0), and others. 
0003. In every specification, a motion picture stream 
contains a program. In order for a motion picture reproduc 
ing apparatus to operate the program for reproducing motion 
pictures, dedicated middleware is required. One example of 
middleware for BS digital is a BML browser. One example 
of middleware for DVB-MHP is a Java virtual machine 
(hereinafter, JavaVM). 
0004 That is, the program contained in the motion pic 
ture Stream based on the BS digital Specification is operated 
on a BML browser, but not on a JavaVM. Conversely, the 
program contained in the motion picture Stream based on the 
DVB-MHP specification is operated on a JavaVM, but not 
on a BML browser. 

0005 Furthermore, as in the above-described examples 
in Japan and Europe, under Such circumstances as that 
difference areas adopt motion picture Streams of different 
Specifications, conventional motion picture reproducing 
apparatuses have been respectively constructed So as to 
handle motion picture Streams based on a Single Specifica 
tion. For example, a motion picture reproducing apparatuses 
destined for Japan has a BML browser incorporated therein 
as middleware to handle only motion picture Streams based 
on the BS digital specification. On the other hand, a motion 
picture reproducing apparatus destined for Europe has a 
JavaVM incorporated therein to handle only motion picture 
streams based on the DVB-MHP specification. 
0006. At present, it does not occur so often that motion 
picture Streams based on a plurality of Specifications are 
broadcast in a Single area. In the near future, however, with 
new broadcast companies entering into the market, etc., 
motion picture Streams based on a plurality of different 
Specifications may possibly be broadcast in the Same area. 
Moreover, even if one-area-one-specification is maintained, 
the Specification may be changed. In Such case, until the 
change of the Specification to the new one is completed, 
motion picture Streams based on two specifications, the old 
one and the new one, may possibly be broadcast. 
0007) If the situation becomes such that motion picture 
Streams based on a plurality of different specifications are 
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broadcast, the conventional motion picture reproducing 
apparatus constructed So as to handle motion picture Streams 
based on only a Single Specification cannot reproduce 
motion picture Streams based on other specifications. 
0008. Note that, an easiest way for solving such an 
inconvenience is to integrate a plurality of conventional 
motion picture reproducing apparatuses for handling motion 
picture Streams of different Specifications into one. How 
ever, merely incorporating them into one causes an increase 
in size and cost of the apparatus in proportion to the number 
of Specifications. 
0009. Therefore, another method can be thought, where, 
in the conventional motion picture reproducing apparatus 
handling motion picture Streams of a single specification, 
middleware that becomes required is newly incorporated, 
and a plurality of pieces of middleware are Simultaneously 
executed, thereby enabling the motion picture Streams based 
on the plurality of Specifications to be reproduced. For this 
purpose, however, the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
has to be provided in advance with resources enough to 
Simultaneously execute all pieces of middleware including 
the newly-incorporated middleware, or has to be addition 
ally provided with resources for covering a shortfall. There 
fore, also in this case, as the number of Specifications is 
increased, the apparatus becomes increased in cost. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0010. Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
achieve a middleware Selecting and executing device of for 
motion picture reproduction, the device used for a motion 
picture reproducing apparatus for reproducing motion pic 
tures by receiving motion picture Streams of different 
Streams Such as those containing programs that operate on 
different pieces of middleware, the device being inexpensive 
(not being increased in cost even though the number of 
Specifications is increased) and making the program oper 
able by Selectively executing middleware applicable to the 
program. 

0011 To solve the problems mentioned above, the 
present invention has the following aspects. 
0012. A first aspect of the present invention is directed to 
a middleware Selecting and executing device for motion 
picture reproduction used in a motion picture reproducing 
apparatus that reproduces motion pictures by receiving a 
motion picture Stream containing motion picture data, a 
program, and program identification information Sent out 
from a broadcast Station, and operating the program on 
middleware based on the program identification information 
to process the motion picture data, the device Selectively 
executing middleware applicable to the program to make the 
program operable, the device comprising: 

0013 middleware storage means that stores a plu 
rality of pieces of middleware that are different from 
each other; 

0014 selecting means for selecting, based on the 
program identification information in the motion 
picture Stream received by the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus, the middleware applicable to the 
program in the motion picture: Stream; 

0015 reading means for reading the middleware 
Selected by the Selecting means from the middleware 
Storage means, and 
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0016 executing means for executing the middle 
ware read by the reading means. 

0.017. In the above first aspect, the middleware selecting 
and executing device for motion picture reproduction (here 
inafter, middleware selecting and executing device) stores 
therein a plurality of pieces of middleware. When a motion 
picture Stream is sent from the broadcast Station, the device 
Selects, from the plurality of pieces of middleware Stored 
therein, middleware applicable to a program contained in the 
motion picture Stream for execution. Therefore, the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus can receive motion picture 
Streams of various specifications Such as those containing 
programs that operate on different pieces of middleware to 
reproduce motion pictures. 
0.018. Here, receiving the motion picture streams of vari 
ous Specifications to enable motion pictures reproducible in 
the above-described manner can also be achieved by inte 
grating a plurality of motion picture reproducing apparatuses 
respectively receiving motion picture Streams of only a 
Single specification, or by adding new resources to the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus to Simultaneously 
execute the plurality of pieces of middleware. In these 
Schemes, however, as the number of Specifications of repro 
ducible motion picture Streams is increased, the price of the 
apparatus becomes increased in proportion to the number of 
Specifications. For the present middleware Selecting and 
executing device, on the other hand, resources enough to 
execute only a Single piece of middleware will do regardless 
of the number of specifications. Therefore, even when the 
number of Specifications is increased, the price is little 
increased. 

0.019 According to a second aspect, in the first aspect, 
0020 when the middleware selected by the selecting 
means is not stored in the middleware Storage means, 
the reading means reads the middleware from an 
external Server via a network. 

0021. In the above second aspect, when not holding the 
middleware applicable to the program contained in the 
incoming motion picture Stream, the middleware Selecting 
and executing device reads the middleware from the external 
Server via the network for execution. By thus using the 
middleware on the network, the number of Specifications of 
reproducible motion picture Streams can be dramatically 
increased. 

0022. According to a third aspect, in the Second aspect, 
0023 
0024 additionally stores the middleware read 
from the external server via the network in the 
middleware Storage means, and 

0025 when the middleware is again selected by 
the Selecting means, reads the middleware from 
the middleware Storage means. 

the reading means 

0026. In the above third aspect, the middleware selecting 
and executing device holds therein the middleware that has 
been externally read and executed. Then, when the middle 
ware is again required, the device reads the middleware held 
therein for execution. Therefore, time required for reading 
can be reduced and, as a result, the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus can quickly Start motion picture reproduc 
tion. 
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0027 According to a fourth aspect, in the first aspect, 
0028 the device further includes adding means for 
additionally storing new middleware provided by the 
broadcast Station in the middleware Storage means. 

0029. In the above fourth aspect, when provided with 
new middleware by the broadcast station, the middleware 
Selecting and executing device additionally Stored therein 
the middleware. Thus, it is possible through broadcasting to 
increase the number of Specifications of motion picture 
Streams reproducible by the motion picture reproducing 
apparatuS. 

0030. According to a fifth aspect, in the fourth aspect, 
0031 the broadcast station further sends out an 
operation Stream containing middleware, a middle 
ware adding program, and program identification 
information, and 

0032 the adding means is implemented by the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus receiving the 
operation Stream and operating, based on the pro 
gram identification information, the middleware 
adding program on middleware applicable to the 
middleware adding program. 

0033. In the above fifth aspect, the middleware, the 
program for adding the middleware (middleware adding 
program), and the identification information of the program 
are Sent as being contained in a single Stream (operation 
Stream). On receiving the operation Stream, the middleware 
Selecting and executing device Selects, based on the program 
identification information, the middleware applicable to the 
middleware adding program for execution. Then, with the 
middleware adding program operating on the middleware 
being executed, the middleware Selecting and executing 
device can additionally Store therein new middleware. 
0034. According to a sixth aspect, in the first aspect, 

0035 the program identification information in the 
motion picture Stream contains middleware code 
indicating to which middleware the program in the 
motion picture Stream is applicable, and 

0036) 
0037 holds a correspondence list containing, for 
each executable middleware, middleware code 
and a storage location thereof in relation to each 
other, and 

the reading means 

0.038 when reading the middleware selected by 
the Selecting means, extracts the middleware code 
from the program identification information in the 
Stream received by the motion picture reproducing 
apparatus for comparison with the correspondence 
list to specify the Storage location of the middle 
WC. 

0039. In the above sixth aspect, the program identifica 
tion information Sent together with the program contains 
middleware code indicating to which middleware the pro 
gram is applicable. The middleware Selecting and executing 
device holds a correspondence list having a correspondence 
relation between the code and the Storage location of the 
respective eXecutable middleware. The middleware Select 
ing and executing device extracts the middleware code from 
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the program identification information for comparison with 
the correspondence list, thereby specifying the Storage loca 
tion of the middleware applicable to the program. Thus, the 
middleware Selecting and executing device can read the 
middleware applicable to the program for execution. 
0040 According to a seventh aspect, in the sixth aspect, 

0041 the device further includes correspondence 
list revising means for making revision So as to 
additionally write middleware code and a storage 
location of new middleware in the correspondence 
list held by the reading means. 

0042. In the above seventh aspect, when new middleware 
is added, the middleware Selecting and executing device 
makes revision So as to add the middleware code and the 
Storage location of the middleware to the correspondence 
list. Thereafter, the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
refers to the revised correspondence list, thereby specifying 
the Storage location of the new middleware. Thus, it is 
possible to increase the number of Specifications of motion 
picture Streams executable by the motion picture reproduc 
ing apparatus. 
0043. According to an eighth aspect, in the seventh 
aspect, 

0044 the broadcast station further sends out an 
operation Stream containing the middleware code 
and the Storage location of the new middleware, a 
correspondence-list revising program, and program 
identification information, and 

0045 the correspondence-list revising means is 
implemented by the motion picture reproducing 
apparatus receiving the operation Stream, and oper 
ating, based on the program identification informa 
tion, the correspondence-list revising program on 
middleware applicable to the correspondence-list 
revising program. 

0046. In the above eighth aspect, the middleware code 
and Storage location of the new middleware, a program for 
making revision So as to add the code and the Storage 
location of the middleware to the correspondence list (cor 
respondence-list revising program), and the identification 
information of the program are Sent as being contained in a 
Single stream (operation stream). On receiving the operation 
Stream, the middleware Selecting and executing device 
Selects, based on the program identification information, the 
middleware applicable to the correspondence-list revising 
program for execution. Then, with the correspondence-list 
revising program operating on the middleware being 
executed, the motion picture reproducing apparatus can 
make revision So as to add the code and the Storage location 
of the new middleware to the correspondence list. 
0047 According to a ninth aspect, in the sixth-aspect, 

0048 the device further includes adding means for 
additionally storing new middleware provided by the 
broadcast Station in the middleware Storage means, 
and 

0049 correspondence-list revising means for mak 
ing, in accordance with the new middleware addi 
tionally Stored in the middleware Storage means, 
revision So as to additionally write middleware code 
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and a storage location of the new middleware in the 
correspondence list held by the reading means. 

0050. In the above ninth aspect, when the new middle 
ware is provided by the broadcast station together with the 
code and the Storage location of the middleware, the middle 
ware Selecting and executing device additionally Stores 
therein the middleware, and also adds the code and the 
Storage location of the middleware to the correspondence 
list. Thus, it is possible through broadcasting to increase the 
number of Specifications of motion picture Streams repro 
ducible by the motion picture reproducing apparatus. 

0051. According to a tenth aspect, in the ninth aspect, 

0052 the broadcast station further sends an opera 
tion Stream containing the new middleware, a 
middleware adding program, the middleware code 
and the Storage location of the new middleware, a 
correspondence-list revising program and program 
identification information, and 

0053 the adding means and the correspondence-list 
revising means are implemented by the motion pic 
ture reproducing apparatus receiving the operation 
Stream and operating, based on the program identi 
fication information, the middleware adding pro 
gram and the correspondence-list revising program 
on middleware applicable to the middleware adding 
program and the correspondence-list revising pro 
gram. 

0054. In the above tenth aspect, new middleware, the 
program for adding the middleware (middleware adding 
program), and the code and the Storage location of the 
middleware, the program for making revision So as to add 
the code and Storage location of the middleware to the 
correspondence list (correspondence-list revising program), 
and the identification information of these programs are Sent 
as being contained in a single stream (operation stream). On 
receiving the operation Stream, the middleware Selecting and 
executing device Selects, based on the program identification 
information, the middleware applicable to the middleware 
adding program and the correspondence-list revising pro 
gram for execution. Then, with the middleware adding 
program operating on the middleware being executed, the 
middleware Selecting and executing device can additionally 
store therein new middleware. Furthermore, with the corre 
spondence-list revising program operating on the middle 
ware being executed, it is possible to make revision for 
adding the code and the Storage location of the new middle 
ware to the correspondence list. 

0055 According to an eleventh aspect, in the first aspect, 

0056 the device further includes priority storage 
means for Storing information indicating a priority of 
each executable middleware, wherein 

0057 when the motion picture stream contains a 
plurality of programs having the Same function and 
operating on different pieces of middleware and any 
one of the plurality of programs is Selected by the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus for operation, 
the reading means refers to the information in the 
priority Storage means to read middleware having a 
highest priority. 
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0.058. In the above eleventh aspect, a single motion 
picture Stream may contain a plurality of programs having 
the same function but differing in applicable middleware (in 
this case, the motion picture reproducing apparatus is 
required only to operate any one of these plurality of 
programs). The middleware selecting and executing device 
holds priority information indicating priorities of the respec 
tive middleware and, based on the priority information, 
reads the middleware having a highest priority for execu 
tion. In response, the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
operates a program applicable to the middleware on the 
middleware having the highest priority being executed. 
Thus, the broadcast Station side can cause the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus to execute the program applicable to 
the Specific middleware with priority. 
0059. According to a twelfth aspect, in the eleventh 
aspect, 

0060 when an instruction from the user is inputted 
to the motion picture reproducing apparatus, the 
priority Storage means changes the Stored priority 
information. 

0061. In the above twelfth aspect, the middleware select 
ing and executing device changes the priority information in 
response to an instruction from the user. That is, the user can 
freely designate the middleware to be executed with priority. 
0.062 According to a thirteenth aspect, in the eleventh 
aspect, 

0063 the device further includes priority changing 
means for changing the priority information Stored in 
the priority Storage means into new priority infor 
mation provided by the broadcast Station. 

0064. In the above thirteenth aspect, the middleware 
executing device changes the priority according to an 
instruction Sent from the broadcast Station. That is, the 
middleware to be executed with priority can be designated 
by the broadcast Station side. 
0065 According to a fourteenth aspect, in the thirteenth 
aspect, the broadcast Station further sends out an operation 
Stream containing the new priority information, a priority 
changing program, and program identification information, 
and 

0066 the priority changing means is implemented 
by the motion picture reproducing apparatus receiv 
ing the operation Stream and operating, based on the 
program identification information, the priority 
changing program on middleware applicable to the 
priority changing program. 

0067. In the above fourteenth aspect, new priority infor 
mation, the program for changing the priority information 
(priority changing program), and the identification informa 
tion of the program are Sent as being contained in a Single 
Stream (operation stream). On receiving the operation 
Stream, the middleware Selecting and executing device 
Selects, based on the program identification information, the 
middleware applicable to the priority changing program for 
execution. Then, with the priority changing program oper 
ating on the middleware being executed, the middleware 
Selecting and executing device can change the priority 
information (to the new priority information). 
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0068 According to a fifteenth aspect, in the first aspect, 
0069 when the motion picture stream contains a 
plurality of programs corresponding to different 
broadcast Services, the motion picture reproducing 
apparatus Selects any one of the broadcast Services 
and operates a program corresponding to the broad 
cast Service, and 

0070 the device further includes a service switch 
detecting means for detecting, with the program that 
corresponds to the broadcast Service operating on 
middleware applicable to the program, that the pro 
gram instructs the motion picture reproducing appa 
ratus to Switch to another broadcast Service, and 
requesting the Selecting means to Select middleware 
applicable to a program corresponding to the other 
broadcast Service. 

0071. In the above fifteenth aspect, the motion picture 
Stream may contain a plurality of programs that correspond 
to different broadcast Services (in this case, the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus is required only to Select any 
one of the broadcast Services, and to operate a program 
corresponding to the Service). With the program that corre 
sponds to the broadcast Service operating on the middleware 
applicable to the program, the program instructs the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus to Switch to another broadcast 
Service. The middleware Selecting and executing device 
detects this instruction of Switching to the other broadcast 
Service, and Selects middleware applicable to the program 
corresponding to the other broadcast Service. 
0072. As such, while the motion picture reproducing 
apparatus is reproducing motion pictures of a certain broad 
cast Service, when the program corresponding to the broad 
cast Service issues an instruction of Switching to another 
broadcast Service, the middleware Selecting and executing 
device detects this instruction, and Selects middleware as 
applicable to the program corresponding to the other broad 
cast service for execution. With this, the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus can cause the program corresponding 
to the other broadcast Service to operate on the middleware 
applicable to the program. As a result, the broadcast Service 
is Switched, thereby Starting reproduction of motion pictures 
of the other broadcast service. 

0073. According to a sixteenth aspect, in the first aspect, 

0074 when the middleware being executed is ter 
minated, the executing means releaseS resources 
allocated for the middleware. 

0075. In the above sixteenth aspect, when the middleware 
being executed is terminated, the resources used by the 
middleware are released. Thus, the middleware to be 
executed next can use the same resources. Therefore, only 
with the amount of resources that may be used by a single 
piece of middleware, the middleware Selecting and execut 
ing device can Selectively execute a plurality of pieces of 
middleware. 

0076 A seventeenth aspect is directed to, in a motion 
picture reproducing apparatus that reproduces motion pic 
tures by receiving a motion picture Stream containing 
motion picture data, a program, and program identification 
information Sent out from a broadcast Station, and operating 
the program on middleware based on the program identifi 
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cation information to process the motion picture data, a 
method of Selectively executing middleware applicable to 
the program to make the program operable, the method 
including: 

0077 a middleware storing step of storing a plural 
ity of pieces of middleware that are different from 
each other; 

0078 a selecting step of selecting, based on the 
program identification information in the motion 
picture Stream received by the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus, the middleware applicable to the 
program in the motion picture Stream; 

0079 a reading step of reading the middleware 
Selected in the Selecting Step from the middleware 
Storing Step; and 

0080 an executing step of executing the middleware 
read in the reading Step. 

0081. An eighteenth aspect is directed to a middleware 
Selecting and executing program for a motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus, the program having a method as in the 
Seventeenth aspect computer-readably written therein. 
0082) A nineteenth aspect is directed to a recording 
medium having a middleware Selecting and executing pro 
gram for a motion picture reproducing apparatus as in the 
eighteenth aspect Stored therein. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0.083 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
construction of a broadcast System to which the present 
invention is applied. 
0084 FIG. 2 is an illustration showing the contents of a 
motion picture Stream Sent from broadcast Stations 11 and 12 
of FIG. 1. 

0085 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
construction of hardware for achieving a motion picture 
reproducing apparatuS 13 having a middleware Selecting and 
executing function according to the present invention. 
0.086 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the entire 
construction of the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 
according to a first embodiment of the present invention 
(this diagram is also cited for Second through sixth embodi 
ments). 
0.087 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
construction of a middleware Selecting and executing Sec 
tion 35 of FIG. 4 (first embodiment). 
0088 FIG. 6 is an illustration showing an example of a 
correspondence list held by a middleware reading unit 41 of 
FIG 5. 

0089 FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the operation of the 
motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 according to the 
first embodiment of the present invention. 
0090 FIG. 8 is an illustration showing the contents of an 
operation Stream Sent from the broadcast Stations 11 and 12 
when a storage location of middleware is changed. 
0.091 FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
construction of the middleware Selecting and executing 
section 35 of FIG. 4 (second embodiment). 
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0092 FIG. 10 is an illustration showing the contents of 
an operation Stream Sent from the broadcast Stations 11 and 
12 when it is desired to provide the motion picture apparatus 
13 with middleware in a third embodiment. 

0093 FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing the construc 
tion of the middleware Selecting and executing Section 35 of 
FIG. 4 (third embodiment). 
0094 FIG. 12 is an illustration showing the contents of 
a motion picture Stream Sent from the broadcast Station 11 of 
FIG. 1 in a fourth embodiment. 

0.095 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating the con 
Struction of the middleware Selecting and executing Section 
35 of FIG. 4 (fourth embodiment). 
0096 FIG. 14 is an illustration showing the contents of 
an operation Stream Sent from the broadcast Stations 11 and 
12 when it is desired to change priority of middleware in a 
fifth embodiment. 

0097 FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating the con 
Struction of the middleware Selecting and executing Section 
35 of FIG. 4 (fifth embodiment). 
0098 FIG. 16 shows (A) a block diagram illustrating the 
construction of the middleware Selecting and executing 
section 35 of FIG. 4 (sixth embodiment), and (B) an 
illustration showing the contents of a motion picture Stream 
sent from the broadcast station 11. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0099. Hereinafter described are embodiments of the 
present invention with reference to the drawings. 
0100 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating the construc 
tion of a broadcast System to which the present invention is 
applied. In FIG. 1, a broadcast system 10 is constructed by 
two broadcast Stations 11 and 12 that Send out motion picture 
Streams (for example, MPEG-2 transport Streams), and a 
motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 that receives the 
motion picture Streams Sent out from the respective broad 
cast Stations 11 and 12 for motion picture reproduction. The 
motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 is connected to a 
network 14, always or as required, and can also obtain 
information through the network 14 from outside of the 
System (for example, an external-server 15). 
0101 The two broadcast stations 11 and 12 send out 
motion picture Streams based on different Specifications 
from each other. That is, the first broadcast station 11 sends 
out motion picture Streams based on a first specification (for 
example, DVB-MHP specification), that is, motion picture 
Streams containing a program operated on first middleware 
(for example, JavaVM). The second broadcast station 12, on 
the other hand, Sends out motion picture Streams based on a 
Second specification (for example, BS digital specification), 
that is, motion picture Streams containing a program oper 
ated on second middleware (for example, BML browser). 
0102 Here, motion picture streams are described. FIG.2 
is an illustration for showing the contents of a motion picture 
Stream Sent out from the respective broadcast Stations 11 and 
12 of FIG. 1. In FIG. 2, a motion picture stream 101 
contains motion picture data 105, a program 103 for pro 
cessing the motion picture data 105 to generate video, 
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program data 104 used by the program 103, and program 
identification information 102 for identifying the program 
103. 

0103) The program 103 is written in a specific program 
ming language (for example, Java language or BML), oper 
ating only on Specific middleware corresponding to the 
language (for example, JavaVM or BML browser). The 
program identification information 102 includes information 
indicating on which middleware the program 103 operates 
(hereinafter referred to as middleware code) For example, 
when the motion picture stream 101 is an MPEG-2 transport 
stream PSI (Program Specific Information) corresponds to 
the program identification information 102, and this PSI 
includes data corresponding to middleware code. The pro 
gram data 104 includes data for displaying characters, Still 
pictures, an others. 
0104 Referring back to FIG. 1, the motion picture repro 
ducing and Sending apparatus holds a plurality of pieces of 
middleware for operating the programs 103 written in dif 
ferent languages from each other (for example, Java lan 
guage and BML), and has a function of Selecting, from these 
plurality of pieces of middleware, middleware applicable to 
the program 103 in the received motion picture stream 101, 
and executing the middleware. In other words, depending on 
which middleware the incoming program 103 operates on, 
the middleware is Switched among these plurality of pieces 
of middleware. 

0105. With this middleware selecting and executing func 
tion (or middleware Switching function), the motion picture 
reproducing apparatuS 13 can execute the middleware appli 
cable to the program 103 and operates the program 103 on 
the middleware, even if the program 103 contained in the 
motion picture stream 101 operates on whichever middle 
ware. With the program 103 thus operating, the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus 13 can process the motion 
picture data 105 to reproduce motion pictures. Also, with the 
operation of the program 103, the motion picture reproduc 
ing apparatuS 13 can process the program data 104 to display 
characters and Still pictures. 
0106 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an construc 
tion of hardware for achieving the motion picture reproduc 
ing apparatuS 13 having the above middleware Selecting and 
executing function. In FIG. 3, the motion picture reproduc 
ing apparatus 13 is achieved by a CPU 20, ROM 21, RAM 
22, a hard disc 23, a tuner 24, a decoder 25, a display 26, a 
modem 28, and a keyboard 27. The hard disc 23 stores a 
plurality of pieces of middleware and a middleware Select 
ing and executing program. Based on these plurality of 
pieces of middleware and middleware Selecting and execut 
ing program, the CPU20 operates while using the RAM 22 
as a working area, thereby enabling the motion picture 
reproducing apparatuS 13 to carry out the above middleware 
Selecting and executing processing. 
0107 The middleware selecting and executing program 
is previously stored in the ROM 21 when the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus 13 is shipped. Alternatively, the pro 
gram may be provided as being Stored in a portable record 
ing medium such as CD-ROM, may be provided as being 
contained in the motion picture stream 101 sent out from the 
broadcast Stations 11 and 12, or may be provided through the 
network 14 from the external server 15. The middleware 
Selecting and executing program provided by either of the 
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above schemes is stored in the hard disc 23 (may be stored 
in the ROM 21 if the ROM 21 is a writable non-volatile 
memory), and is read when required. 
0.108 Each middleware is previously stored in the hard 
disc 23 when the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 is 
Shipped. Alternatively, the middleware may be previously 
stored in the ROM 21 together with the middleware select 
ing and executing program when the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus 13 is shipped. Still alternatively, the 
middleware may be provided as being Stored in a portable 
recording medium such as CD-ROM, may be provided as 
being contained in the motion picture Stream 101 Sent out 
from the broadcast stations 11 and 12, or may be provided 
through the network 14 from the external server 15. The 
middleware provided by either of the above schemes is 
stored in the hard disc 23 (or ROM 21), and is read when 
required. 
0109) Also, when not holding the middleware applicable 
to the program 103 contained in the received motion picture 
Stream 101, the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 can 
also obtain the middleware applicable to the program 103 
from the external server 15 (this external server 15 stores 
various pieces of middleware) through the modem 28 via the 
network 14. The middleware obtained via the network 14 is 
stored in the hard disc 23 (or the ROM 21) in the motion 
picture reproducing apparatuS 13. 
0110. Note that the hardware construction illustrated in 
FIG. 3 is a typical example, and does not limit the compo 
nents to those illustrated therein For example, the ROM 21 
and the hard disc 23 are used in FIG. 3 as media that store 
the middleware or various programs, but other Storage 
media Such as a memory card and an optical disc can be used 
for implementation. Also, the modem 28 is used as a device 
that connects the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 
and the network 14, but another network connecting device 
Such as a terminal adaptor can be used for implementation. 
0111 FIG. 1 illustrates, as a simplest example, the broad 
cast system 10 in which the two broadcast stations 11 and 12 
Send out motion picture Streams based on different Specifi 
cations from each other. The System to which the present 
invention is applicable is, however, not limited to the above 
System. Even when used for Such a broadcast System as that 
in which three or more broadcast Stations Send out motion 
picture Streams based on different specifications from one 
another, the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 Simi 
larly carries out the middleware Selecting and executing 
processing, except that the number of pieces of middleware 
to be held is increased. 

0112 Alternatively, such a broadcast system may be 
possible as that in which a Single broadcast Station sends out 
the motion picture stream 101 based on a plurality of 
Specifications different from each other. For example, a 
Single broadcast Station may send out two types of motion 
picture Streams, that is, a motion picture Stream of the 
DVB-MHP specification and a motion picture stream of the 
BS digital Specification. Also when used for Such broadcast 
System, the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 Simi 
larly carries out the middleware Selecting and executing 
processing. 
0113. Hereinafter described in detail are several embodi 
ments of the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 hav 
ing the middleware Selecting and executing function as 
described above. 
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First Embodiment 

0114 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating the entire 
construction of the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 
according to a first embodiment of the present invention. In 
FIG. 4, the present motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 
includes a receiving Section 30, a decoding Section 31, a 
processing Section 32, a display Section 33, and an input 
section 34. The receiving section 30 receives the motion 
picture stream 101 (refer to FIG. 2) sent in electric wave 
form from the broadcast stations 11 and 12. The motion 
picture stream 101 is, for example, an MPEG-2 transport 
Stream. The decoding Section 31 decodes the motion picture 
stream 101 received by the receiving section 30. The pro 
cessing Section 32 processes the Stream 101 decoded by the 
decoding Section 31 to reproduce motion pictures. The 
display Section 33 displays the motion pictures reproduced 
by the processing Section 32. The input Section 34 accepts an 
operation Signal from a user, and transferS it to the proceSS 
ing Section 32. 
0115 The processing section 32 includes a station select 
ing Section 36 and a middleware Selecting and executing 
section 35. The station selecting section 36 selects a station 
in response to the operation signal from the input Section 34. 
The middleware Selecting and executing Section 35 has a 
plurality of pieces of middleware, and when the motion 
picture stream 101 sent out from the broadcast station 
Selected by the Station Selecting Section 36 is inputted to the 
processing Section 32, Selects and eXecutes middleWare 
applicable to the program 103 contained in the motion 
picture stream 101. 
0116 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
of construction of the middleware Selecting and executing 
section 35. In FIG. 5, the middleware selecting and execut 
ing Section 35 includes an applicable middleware Selecting 
unit 40, a middleware reading unit 41, a middleware execut 
ing unit 42, and a middleware Storage unit 43. The middle 
ware Storage unit 43 Stores the plurality of pieces of middle 
ware (middleware 1, middleware 2, ..., middleware n). For 
example, a JavaVM and a BML browser are stored. 
0117. When the motion picture stream 101 is inputted to 
the processing Section 32, the applicable middleware Select 
ing unit 40 Selects, based on the program identification 
information 102 contained in the motion picture stream 101, 
middleware applicable to the program contained in the 
motion picture Stream 101, and reports the Selection result to 
the middleware reading unit. Specifically, extracted first 
from the motion picture Stream 101 is the program identi 
fication information 102, from which middleware code is 
then extracted. The code is reported to the middleware 
reading unit 41. 

0118. The middleware reading unit 41 reads, from the 
middleware storage unit 43, the middleware selected by the 
applicable middleware Selecting unit 40. Specifically, the 
middleware reading unit 41 holds, for example, a correspon 
dence list as illustrated in FIG. 6. In FIG. 6, a correspon 
dence list 201 contains, for every middleware executable by 
the present motion picture reproducing apparatus 13, its 
middleware code (identifier) and storage location (address or 
URL) in relation to each other. 
0119 When receiving the report of the middleware code 
from the applicable middleware selecting unit 40, the 
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middleware reading unit 41 refers to the correspondence list 
as illustrated in FIG. 6 to specify the middleware code and 
its corresponding Storage location, and reads the middleware 
from that location. 

0120 For example, when the middleware code of the 
program 103 contained in the motion picture stream 101 
inputted to the processing Section 32 is “A” (that is, when the 
program 103 operates on middleware “A”), the middleware 
reading unit 41 refers to FIG. 5 to read the middleware from 
the storage location “MW 01' that corresponds to “A”. 
0121 The correspondence list may contain, not only the 
information about middleware held by the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus 13 itself (that is, Stored by the middle 
ware storage, unit 43), but also information about middle 
ware stored in the external server 15 (middleware code and 
URL of the external server 15). In this case, the middleware 
reading unit 41 can read the middleware from the external 
server 15 via the network 14. The middleware read from 
outside is stored in the middleware storage unit 43. Thus, 
when the Same middleware is required again, the middle 
ware reading unit 41 can read it from the middleware Storage 
unit 43, thereby reducing time required for reading the 
middleware and enabling quick Start of reproduction. 

0.122 The middleware executing unit 42 executes the 
middleware read by the middleware reading unit 41. Fur 
thermore, when execution of the middleware is terminated, 
the middleware executing unit 42 releases the resources that 
have been used by the middleware (for example, the Storage 
area in the RAM 22, the tuner 24, the decoder 25, and 
others). This is to make the resources available for the 
middleware to be executed next. 

0123. With reference to a flowchart of FIG. 7, described 
below is the operation of the above-constructed motion 
picture reproducing apparatuS 13. 

0.124 FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of 
the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 according to 
the first embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 7, 
when the receiving Section 30 receives the motion picture 
stream 101 (step S401), the decoding section 31 decodes the 
motion picture stream 101 (step S402). Then, the decoded 
motion picture stream 101 is inputted to the middleware 
Selecting and executing Section 35 in the processing Section 
32, and the middleware Selecting and executing Section 35 
carries out the processing as follows. 

0.125 First, the applicable middleware selecting unit 40 
extracts the program identification information 102 from the 
decoded motion picture stream 101 (step S403), and selects 
the middleware applicable to the program 103 contained in 
the motion picture stream 101 (hereinafter referred to as 
applicable middleware) (step S404). 

0126) Next, the middleware reading unit 41 determines 
whether the applicable middleware selected in step S404 has 
already been read (step S405). As a result of determination, 
if it has been read, the middleware reading unit 41 reports to 
the middleware executing unit 42 as Such. If not yet been 
read, on the other hand, the middleware reading unit 41 
refers to the correspondence list 201 to read the applicable 
middleware selected in step S404 from the middleware 
storage unit 43 (step S406). When reading of the applicable 
middleware is completed, step S408 is carried out. 
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0127. When reported by the middleware reading unit 41 
that the applicable middleware has been read, the middle 
ware executing unit 42 determines whether the applicable 
middleware is currently being executed (step S407). Then, if 
the decision result is Yes, that is, if the applicable middle 
ware is being executed, Step S411 is carried out. If the 
decision result is No, that is, if the applicable middleware is 
not being executed, step S408 is carried out. 
0128. The above step S406 or S407 is followed by step 
S408, in which it is determined whether another middleware 
is currently being executed. Then, if another middleware is 
being executed, the middleware executing unit 42 terminates 
the middleware, and releases the resources that have been 
used by the middleware (step S409). 
0129. Next, the middleware executing unit 42 starts 
executing the applicable middleware read in step S406 (step 
S410). Then, step S411 is carried out. Described above is the 
processing of the middleware Selecting and executing Sec 
tion 35. 

0130. The above step S407 or S410 is followed by step 
S411, in which the program 103 operates on the applicable 
middleware being executed, and then the operation results 
are displayed on the display section33. Specifically, with the 
operation of the program 103, motion pictures are repro 
duced from the motion picture data 105, and the reproduced 
motion pictures are displayed on the display Section 33. 
Also, with the operation of the program 103, the program 
data 104 is processed, and the processing results, that is, 
characters, Still pictures, and others, are displayed on the 
display section 33. Described above is the operation of the 
present motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 

0131. In the above, the motion picture stream 101 con 
tains the motion picture data 105 and the program data 104, 
and therefore motion pictures, characters, Still pictures, and 
others are displayed on the display Section 33. It is possible, 
however, to display other various images. For example, if 
the motion picture Stream 101 contains game data and 
graphic data, game Screens and graphic Screens are dis 
played oR the display section 33. 

0132) Note that whether the applicable middleware has 
already been read can be determined in step S405 in the 
following manner. That is, if the middleware reading unit 41 
has ever read the middleware and the memory area Storing 
the read middleware has not been released, it is determined 
that it has already been read. On the other hand, if the 
middleware has never been read before, or has been read but 
the area Storing the middleware has been released, it is 
determined that it has not been read. 

0.133 Also, as to determination of whether the middle 
ware is being executed in steps S407 and S408, if the 
middleware executing unit 42 has ever executed the middle 
ware and has never terminated it, it is determined that it is 
being executed. 
0134) Furthermore, although the present motion picture 
reproducing apparatus 13 includes the decoding Section 31, 
it may not include the decoding Section 31 when the incom 
ing motion picture Stream 101 is the one not required to be 
decoded. 

0135) Still further, the MPEG-2 transport stream is taken 
as a typical example of the motion picture Stream 101. 
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However, any motion picture Stream based on another 
Specification can be used for implementation as long as the 
motion picture Stream 101 contains the program identifica 
tion information 102. However, if the program identification 
information 102 does not contain information indicating on 
which middleware the program 103 operates (middleware 
code in the present embodiment), Such information has to be 
newly added. 

0.136 Still further, it is assumed herein that the operation 
stream 101 is transmitted in electric wave from the broadcast 
Stations 11 and 12 to the motion picture reproducing appa 
ratus 13. However, the Stream is not necessarily in electric 
wave form for implementation. For example, the broadcast 
Stations 11 and 12 and the motion picture reproducing 
apparatuS 13 are connected to each other with an optical 
fiber for transmitting the Stream in optical wave form. 

0.137 Still further, as the types of middleware, the Jav 
aVM, the BML browser, and others have been mentioned. 
However, any middleware can be used for implementation 
as long as the middleware is of type executable on the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 

0.138 Still further, the program 103 is a program created 
with a Java language or BML. However, any program can be 
used for implementation as long as the middleware that 
corresponds to the program 103 is of type executable on the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 

0139 Still further, the program data 104 may not be 
required for implementation if not required by the program 
103. 

0140 Still further, the middleware reading unit 41 holds 
the correspondence list 201 and, by referring thereto, reads 
the middleware. However, the correspondence list 201 may 
not be required for implementation as long as information 
indicating the Storage location of the middleware Selected by 
the applicable middleware selecting unit 40 is held. 

0141 Still further, the middleware storage unit 43 is 
incorporated in the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 
(refer to FIG. 4), but may be located outside of the motion 
picture reproducing apparatuS 13 and be connected to the 
motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 for implementa 
tion. At this time, the form of connection is not limited to the 
one directly to the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13, 
but may be the one via the network 14 for implementation. 

0.142 Still further, if another middleware is being 
executed in steps S408 and S409, the middleware executing 
unit 42 terminates the middleware, and releases the 
resources that have been used by the middleware. If the 
motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 has Sufficient 
resources, however, the processes in steps S408 and S409 
can be omitted for implementation. 

0.143 Still further, the middleware reading unit 41 reads 
the middleware Selected by the appropriate middleware 
selecting unit 40 from the middleware storage unit 43. 
However, if reading operation is not required, for example, 
if the middleware storage unit 43 is implemented with the 
ROM 21, the reading proceSS may not be carried out, and 
Simply reporting the Storage location of the middleware to 
the middleware executing unit 42 may be enough for imple 
mentation. 
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0144. In the first embodiment, the motion, picture repro 
ducing apparatus that holds a plurality of pieces of middle 
ware and have the middleware Selecting and executing 
function for Selecting and executing the middleware appli 
cable to the program 103 contained in the motion picture 
stream 101 has been described. In second though sixth 
embodiments, a motion picture reproducing apparatus hav 
ing a new function added to this middleware Selecting and 
executing function is described. 

Second Embodiment 

0145 A second embodiment is different from the first 
embodiment only in that the broadcast stations 11 and 12 
may send a stream containing a correspondence-list revising 
program and that the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
13 has a function of revising the correspondence list with the 
operation of the program. 
0146 The motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 
according to the Second embodiment of the present inven 
tion is similar in the entire construction to that according to 
the first embodiment. Also in the present embodiment, the 
block diagram of FIG. 4 is used as a diagram illustrating the 
entire construction of the motion picture reproducing appa 
ratus 13. 

0147 FIG. 8 is an illustration showing the contents of a 
stream sent from the broadcast stations 11 and 12 when the 
Storage location of the middleware is changed or when new 
middleware is added (this is called "operation stream”, as 
distinguished from the motion picture stream), and FIG. 9 is 
a block diagram illustrating the construction of the middle 
ware selecting and executing section 35 of FIG. 4. 
0148. In FIG. 8, fan operation stream 301 contains 
program identification information 302, a correspondence 
list revising program 303, and program data 304. Note that, 
when the operation stream 301 is an MPEG-2 transport 
Stream, dummy motion picture data is added thereto. The 
program data 304 is information indicating code and a 
Storage location of new middleware. 
014.9 The program identification information 302 con 
tains, in addition to information indicating on which middle 
ware the correspondence-list revising program 303 operates 
on (for example, middleware code), information indicating 
that the program 303 is for revising the correspondence list 
(for example, an identifier such as “0x10”). The correspon 
dence-list revising program 303 is a program for revising the 
correspondence list held by the middleware reading unit in 
accordance with transfer or addition of middleware. 

0150. In FIG. 9, the middleware selecting and executing 
Section 35 includes the applicable middleware Selecting unit 
40, the middleware reading unit 41, the middleware execut 
ing unit 42, the middleware Storage unit 43, and a corre 
spondence-list revising unit 50. The middleware storage unit 
43 stores a plurality of pieces of middleware (middleware 1, 
middleware 2, ..., middleware n). 
0151. Of the components illustrated in FIG. 9, those 
provided with the same reference numerals in FIG. 5 are the 
same as those in the first embodiment. That is, the middle 
ware selecting and executing section 35 of FIG. 9 is the one 
constructed by adding the correspondence-list revising unit 
50 for revising the correspondence list (refer to FIG. 6) held 
in the middleware reading unit 41 to the middleware select 
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ing and executing section 35 of FIG. 5. This correspon 
dence-list revising unit 50 is implemented by a correspon 
dence-list revising program 303 operating on the 
middleware being executed while using the program data 
3.04. 

0152 Hereinafter described is the operation of the above 
constructed motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0153. The operation of the present motion picture repro 
ducing apparatuS 13 from receiving the operation Stream 301 
as illustrated in FIG. 8 to executing the middleware appli 
cable to the correspondence-list revising program 303 is 
similar to that in the first embodiment (refer to FIG. 7), and 
is not described herein. Thereafter, on the middleware being 
executed, the correspondence-list revising program 303 is 
activated. Then, with the correspondence-list revising pro 
gram 303 operating while using the program data 304, the 
correspondence-list revising unit 50 is implemented in the 
middleware Selecting and executing Section 35, as illustrated 
in FIG. 9. 

0154) Then, the correspondence-list revising unit 50 
revises the correspondence list held by the middleware 
reading unit So as to reflect transfer or addition of middle 
ware. For example, when middleware in the external Server 
15 is transferred to another external server, the code of the 
middleware and a URL of the external server of destination 
are Sent in pair. With reference to those, the correspondence 
list revising unit 50 can make a revision. Furthermore, when 
new middleware is added to the external server 15, the code 
of the middleware and a URL of the external server 15 are 
Sent in pair. With reference to those, it is possible to make 
a revision. 

O155 Alternatively, new middleware may be provided as 
being stored in a recording medium such as CD-ROM, and 
may be read by the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 
from the recording medium. In Such case, the code of the 
middleware and information for identifying the recording 
medium are Sent in pair. With reference to those, the 
correspondence-list revising unit 50 can makes a revision. 

0156 Note that, as an example of the information indi 
cating that the program 303 is to revise the correspondence 
list, the identifier “OX10” has been mentioned. The informa 
tion is not limited to Such type of numerical values, but other 
information can be used for implementation as long as being 
capable of identifying that the program 303 is to revise the 
correspondence list. Also, when the operation stream 301 of 
FIG. 8 is an MPEG-2 transport stream, dummy motion 
picture data is further contained. However, Such data may 
not be dummy for implementation. Furthermore, when the 
middleware is stored in the external server 15, the URL of 
the external Server 15 is taken as one example of the 
information indicating the Storage location of the middle 
ware. However, other information may be used for imple 
mentation as long as being in data format uSable by the 
middleware reading unit. 

Third Embodiment 

0157. A third embodiment is different from the first 
embodiment only in that the broadcast stations 11 and 12 
may send a stream containing a middleware adding program 
and a correspondence-list revising program and that, with 
the operation of those programs, the motion picture repro 
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ducing apparatuS 13 has a function of adding new middle 
ware and revising the correspondence list in accordance with 
addition of the middleware. 

0158. The motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 
according to the third embodiment of the present invention 
is similar in the entire construction to that according to the 
first embodiment. Also in the present embodiment, the block 
diagram of FIG. 4 is used as a diagram illustrating the entire 
construction of the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0159 FIG. 10 is an illustration showing the contents of 
an operation Stream Sent from the broadcast Stations 11 and 
12 when new middleware is added to the motion picture 
reproducing apparatuS 13, and FIG. 11 is a block diagram 
illustrating the construction of the middleware Selecting and 
executing section 35 of FIG. 4. 
0160. In FIG. 10, an operation stream 401 contains 
program identification information 402, a middleware add 
ing program 403, a correspondence-list revising program 
404, and program data 405. Note that when the operation 
stream 401 is an MPEG-2 transport stream, dummy motion 
picture data is added thereto. The program data 405 contains 
middleware to be added, and information indicating code 
and a storage location of the middleware. 
0.161 The program identification information 402 con 
tains, in addition to information indicating on which middle 
ware the two programs 403 and 404 contained in the 
operation Stream 401 operate, and information indicating 
that these two programs are to change the middleware and 
to revise the correspondence list (for example, identifiers 
such as “0x10" and “0x20). The middleware adding pro 
gram 403 is a program for adding and Storing new middle 
ware to and in the middleware storage unit 43. The corre 
spondence-list revising program 404 is a program for 
revising the correspondence list held by the middleware 
reading unit in accordance with addition of middleware. 
0162. In FIG. 11, the middleware selecting and executing 
Section 35 includes the applicable middleware Selecting unit 
40, the middleware reading unit 41, the middleware execut 
ing unit 42, the middleware Storage unit 43, a middleware 
adding unit 51, and the correspondence-list revising unit 50. 
The middleware Storage unit 43 Stores a plurality of pieces 
of middleware (middleware 1, middleware 2, ..., middle 
ware n). 
0163 Of the components illustrated in FIG. 11, those 
provided with the same reference numerals in FIG. 5 are the 
same as those in the first embodiment. That is, the middle 
ware selecting and executing section 35 of FIG. 9 is the one 
constructed by further providing the middleware Selecting 
and executing section 35 of FIG. 5 with the middleware 
adding unit 51 for adding new middleware to the middle 
ware Storage unit 43 and the correspondence-list revising 
unit 50 for revising, in accordance with addition of middle 
ware, the correspondence list held in the middleware reading 
unit 41. These middleware adding unit 51 and the corre 
spondence-list revising unit 50 are implemented by the 
middleware adding program 403 and the correspondence 
list revising program 404; operating on the applicable 
middleware being executed while using the program data 
405. 

0164. Hereinafter described is the operation of the above 
constructed motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
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0.165. The operation of the present motion picture repro 
ducing apparatuS 13 from receiving the operation Stream 401 
as illustrated in FIG. 10 to executing the middleware 
applicable to the middleware changing program 403 and the 
correspondence-list revising program 404 is similar to that 
in the first embodiment (refer to FIG. 7), and is not 
described herein. Thereafter, on the middleware being 
executed, the middleware changing program 403 and the 
correspondence-list revising program 404 are activated. 
Then, with the middleware changing program 403 and the 
correspondence-list revising program 404 operating while 
using the program data 405, the middleware adding unit 51 
and the correspondence-list revising unit 50 are imple 
mented in the middleware Selecting and executing Section 
35, as illustrated in FIG. 11. 
0166 The above-implemented middleware adding unit 
51 carries out the process of adding new middleware in the 
middleware Storage unit 43. The correspondence-list revis 
ing unit 50, on the other hand, carries out the process of 
revising the correspondence list held by the middleware 
reading unit for reflecting the addition of the middleware. 
That is, when new middleware is added, a middleware body, 
and code and a storage location thereof are Sent as the 
program data 405. Therefore, the middleware adding unit 51 
can add and Store the middleware to and in the middleware 
Storage unit 43. Also, the correspondence-list revising unit 
50 can add the code and storage location of the new 
middleware to the correspondence list. 
0167. Note that, as one example of the information indi 
cating that the two programs 403 and 404 are to add 
middleware and revise the correspondence list, the identi 
fiers “OX20 and “OX10 have been mentioned. The infor 
mation is not limited to Such type of numerical values, but 
other information can be used for implementation as long as 
being capable of identifying that the programs are to adding 
middleware and revise the correspondence list. 
0168 Also, the middleware to be newly added is sent to 
the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 as being con 
tained in the operation stream 401. However, the middle 
ware may be sent not as being contained in the operation 
stream 401, but may be sent to the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus 13 via the network 14 for implementation. 
0169. Furthermore, the process for adding new middle 
ware has been described. However, it can be implemented to 
delete the existing middleware, or replace the existing 
middleware with new middleware. In a case of deleting the 
middleware, the operation Stream 401 contains, instead of 
the middleware adding program 403, a middleware deleting 
program and the correspondence-list revising program. The 
middleware deleting program is a program for deleting the 
middleware from the middleware storage unit 43. The 
correspondence-list revising program is a program for revis 
ing the correspondence list in accordance with the deletion 
of middleware. Also, the program data 405 contains code 
and a storage location of the middleware to be deleted. 
0170 In a case of replacing the existing middleware with 
new middleware, the operation Stream 401 contains, instead 
of the middleware adding program 403, a middleware 
replacing program and the correspondence-list revising pro 
gram. The middleware replacing program is a program for 
replacing the middleware in the middleware Storage unit 43 
with new middleware. The correspondence-list revising pro 
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gram is a program for revising the correspondence-list in 
accordance with the replacement of middleware. Also, the 
program data 405 contains code and a storage location of the 
existing middleware to be replaced, and code and a Storage 
location of the new middleware. 

Fourth Embodiment 

0171 A fourth embodiment is different from the first 
embodiment only in that a single broadcast Station (herein 
after, the broadcast station 11) may send a motion picture 
Stream containing a plurality of programs being functionally 
the same but operating on different pieces of middleware and 
that the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 further has 
a function of operating a program corresponding to middle 
ware having a highest priority of these plurality of programs. 
That is, each middleware is given a priority, and the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus 13 executes the middleware 
given a highest priority to operate a program applicable to 
the middleware. 

0172 For example, when the motion picture reproducing 
apparatus 13 holds a JavaVM and a BML browser as 
executable middleware, the priority is set as “priority on 
JavaVM'. Then, when the broadcast station 11 sends a 
motion picture Stream containing a motion picture repro 
ducing program operable on the JavaVM and a motion 
picture reproducing program operated on the BML browser, 
the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 executes the 
JavaVM according to “priority on JavaVM'. Then, on the 
JavaVM being executed, the motion picture reproducing 
program of type applicable to the JavaVM operates. 
0173 The motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 
according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention 
is similar in the entire construction to that according to the 
first embodiment. Also in the present embodiment, the block 
diagram of FIG. 4 is used as a diagram illustrating the entire 
construction of the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0.174 FIG. 12 is an illustration showing the contents of 
a motion picture Stream Sent from the broadcast Station 11, 
and FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating the construction 
of the middleware Selecting and executing Section 35 of 
FIG. 4. 

0175. In FIG. 12, a motion picture stream 501 contains 
program identification information 502, a program A503, a 
program B504, program data 505, and motion picture data 
506. In this case, the program A503 and the program B504 
are both programs for processing the motion picture data 
506 to reproduce motion pictures. However, they are differ 
ent from each other in applicable middleware. For example, 
the program A503 operates on the JavaVM, while the 
program A504 operates on the BML browser. 
0176) The program identification information 502 con 
tains information indicating on which middleware the pro 
gram A503 and the program B504 respectively operate. The 
program data 505 contains data for displaying, for example, 
characters, Still pictures, and others. 
0177. In FIG. 13, the middleware selecting and executing 
Section 35 includes, the applicable middleware Selecting unit 
40, the middleware reading unit 41, the middleware execut 
ing unit 42, the middleware Storage unit 43, and a priority 
storage unit 60. The middleware storage unit 43 stores a 
plurality of pieces of middleware (middleware 1, middle 
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ware 2, . . . , middleware n). The priority Storage unit 60 
Stores information indicating priorities Set to the respective 
middleware in the middleware storage unit 43. 
0178. Of the components illustrated in FIG. 13, those 
provided with the same reference numerals in FIG. 5 are the 
same as those in the first embodiment. That is, the middle 
ware selecting and executing section 35 of FIG. 13 is the 
one constructed by further providing the middleware Select 
ing and executing section 35 of FIG. 5 with the priority 
Storage unit 60 that Stores priority information as to the 
middleware in the middleware storage unit 43. 
0179 Hereinafter described is the operation of the above 
constructed motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0180. In the present motion picture reproducing appara 
tus 13, in the flowchart of FIG. 7, only added between steps 
S404 and S405 is step S404a, which will be described later. 
0181. In step S404, the applicable middleware selecting 
unit 40 extracts the program identification information 502 
from the decoded motion picture stream 501. This program 
identification information 502 contains information about on 
which middleware the program A503 and program B504 
contained in the motion picture stream 501 received in step 
S401 by the receiving section 30 respectively operate. The 
middleware applicable to the program A503 and the middle 
ware applicable to the program B504 are selected. 
0182. This step S404 is followed by S405a, in which the 
applicable middleware selecting unit 40 refers to the con 
tents of the priority storage unit 60 to further select the 
middleware having a higher priority of the two pieces of 
middleware selected in step S404. Then, executed in step 
S406 is applicable middleware having the highest priority, 
which is narrowed down through the two-step Selection in 
steps S405 and S405a. 
0183 Then, in step S411, the program applicable to the 
middleware operates on the middleware being executed. 
0184. Note that, although the priorities of the respective 
middleware in the priority Storage unit 60 are predetermined 
fixed values, the priorities may be changed for implemen 
tation, by the user through the input Section 34. 
0185. Also, the priority information of middleware is 
Stored in the priority Storage unit 60 and middleware Selec 
tion is automatically made based on the priority information. 
However, it is possible for implementation that the user 
determines the priority of middleware and inputs the result. 
0186 Furthermore, the motion picture stream 501 con 
tains two programs 503 and 504 having the same function 
but different from each other in applicable middleware. 
However, three or more programs may be Stored for imple 
mentation. 

Fifth Embodiment 

0187. A fifth embodiment is different from the fourth 
embodiment only in that the broadcast stations 11 and 12 
may send a motion picture Stream containing a priority 
changing program and that the motion picture reproducing 
apparatuS 13 further has a function of changing priority of 
middleware with the operation of the program. The motion 
picture reproducing apparatus 13 according to the fifth 
embodiment of the present invention is similar in the entire 
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construction to that according to the fourth (first) embodi 
ment. Also in the present embodiment, the block diagram of 
FIG. 4 is used as a diagram illustrating the entire construc 
tion of the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13. 
0188 FIG. 14 is an illustration showing the contents of 
an operation Stream Sent from the broadcast Stations 11 and 
12 when it is desired to change the priority of middleware, 
and FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating the construction 
of the middleware Selecting and executing Section 35 of 
FIG. 4. 

0189 In FIG. 14, an operation stream 601 contains 
program identification information 602, a priority changing 
program 603, and program data 604. Note that, when the 
operation stream 501 is an MPEG-2 transport stream, 
dummy motion picture data is further added thereto. The 
program data 604 contains new priority information. 
0190. The program identification information 602 con 
tains, in addition of the information indicating on which 
middleware the priority changing program 603 operates (for 
example, middleware code), information indicating that the 
program 603 is to change the priority (for example, an 
identifier such as “0x30”). The priority changing program 
603 is a program for; changing the existing priority infor 
mation Stored in the priority Storage unit 60 into new priority 
information. 

0191 In FIG. 15, the middleware selecting and executing 
Section 35 includes the applicable middleware Selecting unit 
40, the middleware reading unit 41, the middleware execut 
ing unit 42 the middleware Storage unit 43, the priority 
Storage unit 60, and a priority changing unit 61. The middle 
ware Storage unit 43 Stores a plurality of pieces of middle 
ware (middleware 1, middleware 2, ..., middleware n). 
0192) Of the components illustrated in FIG. 15, those 
provided with the same reference numerals in FIG. 12 (5) 
are the same as those in the fourth (first) embodiment. That 
is, the middleware Selecting and executing Section 35 of 
FIG. 15 is the one constructed by further providing the 
middleware selecting and executing section 35 of FIG. 12 
with the priority changing unit 61 that changes the priority 
information stored in the priority storage unit 60. This 
priority changing unit 61 is implemented by the priority 
changing program 603 operating on the middleware being 
executed while using the program data 604. 
0193 Hereinafter described is the operation of the above 
constructed motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0194 The operation of the present motion picture repro 
ducing apparatuS 13 from receiving the operation Stream 601 
as illustrated in FIG. 14 to executing the middleware 
applicable to the priority changing program 603 is similar to 
that in the fourth (first) embodiment (refer to FIG. 7), and 
is not described herein. Thereafter, on the middleware being 
executed, the priority changing program 603 is activated. 
Then, with the priority changing program 603 operating 
while using the program data 604, the priority changing unit 
61 is implemented in the middleware Selecting and execut 
ing section 35, as illustrated in FIG. 15. Then, the priority 
changing unit 61 changes the priority information Stored in 
the priority storage unit 60 into new priority sent from the 
broadcast stations 11 and 12. 

or example, in a case where the priority is Set as O195 F pl here the priority t 
“priority on JavaVM' in the motion picture reproducing 
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apparatus 13, when the operation Stream 60 containing the 
priority changing program 603 and new priority information 
“priority on BML browser' is coming from the broadcast 
Stations 11 and 12, the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
13 first-executes the JavaVM according to “priority on 
JavaVM'. Then, on the JavaVM being executed, the priority 
changing program 603 operates. As a result, in the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus 13, the priority is changed 
from “priority on JavaVM” to “priority on BML browser”. 
Thereafter, in the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13, 
when the received motion picture Stream contains two type 
of programs, the one applicable to the JavaVM and the other 
applicable to the BML browser, the BML browser is acti 
Vated with a higher priority, and the program of type 
applicable to the BML browser operates on the BML 
browser. 

0196) Note that, as one example of the information indi 
cating that the program 603 is to change the priority, the 
identifier “OX30” has been mentioned. The information is not 
limited to Such type of numerical values, but other infor 
mation can be used for implementation as long as being 
capable of identifying that the program 603 is to change the 
priority. Also, when the operation stream 601 of FIG. 14 is 
an MPEG-2 transport Stream, dummy motion picture data is 
further contained. However, the data may not necessarily be 
dummy for implementation. 

Sixth Embodiment 

0197) A sixth embodiment is different from the first 
embodiment in the following (a) and (b): (a) A single 
broadcast Station (hereinafter, the broadcast Station 11) may 
provide a plurality of services different from each other (for 
example, first and Second Services), and a motion picture 
Stream containing a plurality of programs corresponding to 
these plurality of Services may be sent from the broadcast 
Station 11. The motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 
Selects a service to be received (either one of a first broadcast 
Service and a second broadcast Service), and executes the 
program corresponding to the broadcast. 
0198 Even for the motion picture stream sent out from 
the Single broadcast Station 11, the plurality of programs 
contained therein do not necessarily operate on the same 
middleware. Therefore, once Selecting a broadcast Service 
desired to be received, the motion picture reproducing 
apparatuS 13 Selects middleware for operating the program 
corresponding to that broadcast Service for execution. Then, 
with the program operating on the middleware being 
executed, the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 can 
receive the Selected broadcast Service. 

0199 For example, assume that a program for the first 
broadcast and a program for the Second broadcast are 
contained in a motion picture Stream, the former program of 
type applicable to a JavaVM and the latter of type applicable 
to a BML browser. At this time, when the first broadcast is 
Selected, the JavaVM is executed, and the program for the 
first broadcast operates on the JavaVM being executed. 
0200 (b) The operating program may give an instruction 
for Switching the broadcast Service as mentioned above. For 
example, the program for the first broadcast that is operating 
on the JavaVM gives an instruction for Switching from the 
first broadcast to the Second broadcast. In this case, in the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus 13, the BML browser 
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is activated and, on the BML browser, the program for the 
Second broadcast Starts operating. On the other hand, the 
JavaVM is terminated, and the resources used by the Jav 
aVM are released. 

0201 The motion picture reproducing apparatus 13 
according to the Sixth embodiment of the present invention 
is similar in the entire construction to that according to the 
first embodiment. Also in the present embodiment, the block 
diagram of FIG. 4 is used as a diagram illustrating the entire 
construction of the motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0202 FIG. 16(A) is a block diagram illustrating the 
construction of the middleware Selecting and executing 
section 35 of FIG. 4, and FIG. 16(B) is an illustration 
showing the contents of a motion picture Stream Sent from 
the broadcast station 11. 

0203) In FIG. 16(B), a motion picture stream 701 con 
tains program identification information 702, a program for 
the first broadcast 703, a program for the second broadcast 
704, program data for the first broadcast 705, program data 
for the second broadcast 706, motion picture data for the first 
broadcast 707, and motion picture data for the second 
broadcast 708. 

0204. The program for the first broadcast 703 is a pro 
gram for processing the motion picture data for the first 
broadcast 707 to reproduce motion pictures for the first 
broadcast. The program for the second broadcast 704 is a 
program for processing the motion picture data for the 
second broadcast 708 to reproduce motion pictures for the 
second broadcast. The program for the first broadcast 703 
and the program for the second broadcast 704 are different 
from each other in applicable middleware. For example, the 
program for the first broadcast 703 operates on the JavaVM, 
while the program for the second broadcast 704 operates on 
the BML browser. 

0205 Also, the program for the first broadcast 703 uses 
the program data for the first broadcast 705 to make char 
acters and Still pictures displayed. Similarly, the program for 
the second broadcast 704 uses the program data for the 
Second broadcast 706 to make characters, Still pictures, and 
others displayed. 
0206 Furthermore, the program for the first broadcast 
703 also has a function of Switching the first broadcast to the 
Second broadcast to give an instruction for Starting repro 
duction of motion pictures of the Second broadcast. 
0207. The program identification information 702 con 
tains information indicating to which broadcast Service the 
respective programs 703 and 704 correspond, and informa 
tion indicating on which middleware they operate. Each of 
the program data 705 and 706 contains data for displaying 
characters, Still pictures, and others, for example. 
0208. In FIG. 16(B), the middleware selecting and 
executing Section 35 includes the applicable middleware 
Selecting unit 40, the middleware reading unit 41, the 
middleware executing unit 42, the middleware Storage unit 
43, and a broadcast service switch detecting unit 70. The 
middleware Storage unit 43 Stores a plurality of pieces of 
middleware (middleware 1, middleware 2, ..., middleware 
n). 
0209. Of the components illustrated in FIG.16(A) those 
provided with the same reference numerals in FIG. 5 are the 
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same as those in the first embodiment. That is, the middle 
ware selecting and executing section 35 of FIG.16(A) is the 
one constructed by further providing the middleware Select 
ing and executing section 35 of FIG. 5 with the broadcast 
service Switch detecting unit 70. The broadcast service 
Switch detecting unit 70 detects that the program for the first 
broadcast 703 that is operating on the applicable middleware 
instructs the motion picture reproducing apparatuS 13 to 
Switch the first broadcast service to the second broadcast 
Service, and requests the applicable middleware Selecting 
unit 40 to Select the middleware applicable to the program 
for the Second broadcast 704. 

0210 Hereinafter described is the operation of the above 
constructed motion picture reproducing apparatus 13. 
0211 The operation of the present motion picture repro 
ducing apparatuS 13 from receiving the motion picture 
stream 701 as illustrated in FIG. 16(A) to executing the 
middleware applicable to the program for the first broadcast 
703 is similar to that in the first embodiment (refer to FIG. 
7), and is not described herein. Thereafter, on the middle 
ware being executed, the program for the first broadcast 703 
gives an instruction for Switching the Service to be received 
from the first broadcast to the second broadcast. The broad 
cast Service Switch detecting unit detects this instruction, 
and requests the applicable middleware Selecting unit 40 to 
Select middleware applicable to the program for the Second 
broadcast service 706. 

0212. In response, the applicable middleware selecting 
unit 40 selects the middleware applicable to the program for 
the second broadcast 704 based on the program identifica 
tion information, and reports the result to the middleware 
reading unit 41. The middleware reading unit 41 reads the 
reported middleware from the middleware storage unit 43, 
and the middleware executing unit 42 starts executing it. 
Thereafter, the program for the second broadcast 704 oper 
ates on the middleware being executed, and the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus Starts reproducing motion 
pictures, characters, Still pictures, and others for the Second 
broadcast. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

0213 AS described above, according to the embodiments 
of the present invention, achieved is a motion picture 
reproducing apparatus at low price (being little increased in 
price even though the number of Specifications are 
increased) capable of receiving motion picture Streams com 
plying with various specifications Such as those containing 
programs that operate on different pieces of middleware, and 
reproducing motion pictures. 

1. A middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction used in a motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus that reproduces motion pictures by receiv 
ing a motion picture data, a program, and program identi 
fication information, and operating the program on 
middleware based on the program identification information 
to process the motion picture data, the device Selectively 
executing middleware applicable to the program to make the 
program operable, the device comprising: 

a middleware Storage memory that Stores a plurality of 
pieces of middleware that are different from each other; 
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Selecting means for Selecting, based on the program 
identification information received by the motion pic 
ture reproducing apparatus, the middleware applicable 
to the program received by the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus, and 

executing means for executing the Selected middleware 
Stored in the middleware Storage memory. 

2. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, wherein 

the motion picture data, the program, and the program 
identification information are Sent as a motion picture 
Stream from a broadcast Station. 

3. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, wherein 

when the middleware Selected by the Selecting means is 
not Stored in the middleware Storage memory, the 
executing means reads and executes the middleware 
from an external Server via a network. 

4. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 3, wherein 

the executing means 

additionally stores the middleware read from the exter 
nal Server via the network in the middleware Storage 
memory; and 

when the middleware is again Selected by the Selecting 
means, executes the middleware from the middle 
ware Storage memory. 

5. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, further 
comprising 

adding means for additionally Storing newly provided 
middleware in the middleware Storage memory. 

6. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 5, wherein 

the motion picture reproducing apparatus further receives 
operation information containing middleware, a 
middleware adding program, and program identifica 
tion information, and 

the adding means is implemented by the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus receiving the operation informa 
tion and operating, based on the program identification 
information, the middleware adding program on 
middleware applicable to the middleware adding pro 
gram. 

7. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, wherein 
the program identification information contains middleware 
code indicating to which middleware the received program 
is applicable, and 

the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
holds a correspondence list containing, for each execut 

able middleware, middleware code and a storage 
location thereof in relation to each other, and 

Specifies the Storage location of the Selected middle 
ware based on the correspondence list and the 
middleware code extracted from the program iden 
tification information received by the motion picture 
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reproducing apparatus, Such that the executing 
means executes the Selected middleware. 

8. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 7, further 
comprising 

correspondence-list revising means for making revision 
So as to additionally write middleware code and a 
Storage location of new middleware in the correspon 
dence list held by the motion picture reproducing 
apparatuS. 

9. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 8, wherein 

the motion picture reproducing apparatus further receives 
operation information containing the middleware code 
and the Storage location of the new middleware, a 
correspondence-list revising program, and program 
identification information, and 

the correspondence-list revising means is implemented by 
the motion picture reproducing apparatus receiving the 
operation information, and operating, based on the 
program identification information, the correspon 
dence-list revising program on middleware applicable 
to the correspondence-list revising program. 

10. The middleware selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 7, further 
comprising: 

adding means for additionally Storing new middleware 
received by the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
in the middleware Storage memory; and 

correspondence-list revising means for making, in accor 
dance with the new middleware additionally stored in 
the middleware Storage memory, revision So as to 
additionally write middleware code and a Storage loca 
tion of the new middleware in the correspondence list 
held by the motion picture reproducing apparatus. 

11. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 10, wherein 

the motion picture reproducing apparatus further receives 
operation information containing the new middleware, 
a middleware adding program, the middleware code 
and the Storage location of the new middleware, a 
correspondence-list revising program and program 
identification information, and 

the adding means and the correspondence-list revising 
means are implemented by the motion picture repro 
ducing apparatus receiving the operation information 
and operating, based on the program identification 
information, the middleware adding program and the 
correspondence-list revising program on middleware 
applicable to the middleware adding program and the 
correspondence-list revising program. 

12. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, further 
comprising 

priority Storage means for Storing information indicating 
a priority of each executable middleware, wherein 

when the motion picture reproducing apparatus receives a 
plurality of programs having the same function and 
operating on different pieces of middleware, and Selects 
and operates any one of the plurality of programs, the 
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executing means refers to the information in the prior 
ity Storage means to execute middleware having a 
highest priority. 

13. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 12, wherein 
when an instruction from the user is inputted to the motion 

picture reproducing apparatus, the priority Storage 
means changes the Stored priority information. 

14. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 12, further 
comprising 

priority changing means for changing the priority infor 
mation Stored in the priority Storage means into new 
priority information received by the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus. 

15. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 14, wherein 

the motion picture reproducing apparatus further receives 
operation information containing the new priority 
information, a priority changing program, and program 
identification information, and 

the priority changing means is implemented by the motion 
picture reproducing apparatus receiving the operation 
information and operating, based on the program iden 
tification information, the priority changing program on 
middleware applicable to the priority changing pro 
gram. 

16. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, wherein 
when the motion picture reproducing apparatus receives a 

plurality of programs corresponding to different broad 
cast Services, the motion picture reproducing apparatus 
Selects any one of the broadcast Services and operates 
a program corresponding to the broadcast Service, and 

the device further comprises a Service Switch detecting 
means for detecting, with the program that corresponds 
to the broadcast Service operating on middleware appli 
cable to the program, that the program instructs the 
motion picture reproducing apparatus to Switch to 
another broadcast Service, and requesting the Selecting 
means to Select middleware applicable to a program 
corresponding to the other broadcast Service. 

17. The middleware Selecting and executing device for 
motion picture reproduction according to claim 1, wherein 
when the middleware being executed is terminated the 

executing means releaseS resources allocated for the 
middleware. 

18. In a motion picture reproducing apparatus that repro 
duces motion pictures by receiving a motion picture data, a 
program, and program identification information, and oper 
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ating the program on middleware based on the program 
identification information to process the motion picture data, 
a method of Selectively executing middleware applicable to 
the program to make the program operable, the method 
comprising: 

a middleware Storing Step of Storing a plurality of pieces 
of middleware that are different from each other; 

a Selecting Step of Selecting, based on the program iden 
tification information received by the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus, the middleware applicable to 
the program; and 

an executing Step of executing the Selected middleware 
Stored in a middleware Storage memory. 

19. In a motion picture reproducing apparatus that repro 
duces motion pictures by receiving a motion picture data, a 
program, and program identification information, and oper 
ating the program on middleware based on the program 
identification information to process the motion picture data, 
a middleware Selecting and executing program being dedi 
cated to the motion picture reproducing apparatus and 
having a method computer-readably written therein, the 
method of Selectively executing middleware applicable to 
the program to make the program operable, the middleware 
Selecting and executing program comprising: 

a Selecting Step of Selecting, based on the program iden 
tification information received by the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus, the middleware applicable to 
the program; and 

an executing Step of executing the Selected middleware 
Stored in a middleware Storage memory. 

20. In a motion picture reproducing apparatus that repro 
duces motion pictures by receiving a motion picture data, a 
program, and program identification information, and oper 
ating the program on middleware based on the program 
identification information to process the motion picture data, 
a recording medium Storing a middleware Selecting and 
executing program being dedicated to the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus and having a method computer-read 
ably written therein, the method of Selectively executing 
middleware applicable to the program to make the program 
operable, the middleware Selecting and executing program 
comprising: 

a Selecting Step of Selecting, based on the program iden 
tification information received by the motion picture 
reproducing apparatus, the middleware applicable to 
the program; and 

an executing Step of executing the Selected middleware 
Stored in a middleware Storage memory. 
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